Analysis method
Three angular variables describing the decay are defined according to convention described by the LHCb Collaboration in ref. [9] : the angle between the K + and the direction opposite to the B 0 d in the K * centre-of-mass frame (θ K ); the angle between the µ + and the direction opposite to the B 0 d in the dimuon centre-of-mass frame (θ L ); and the angle between the two decay planes formed by the Kπ and the dimuon systems in the B 0 d rest frame (φ). For B 0 d mesons the definitions are given with respect to the negatively charged particles. Figure 1 illustrates the angles used.
1 The forward-backward asymmetry is given by the normalised difference between the number of positive muons going in the forward and backward directions with respect to the direction opposite to B The angular differential decay rate for B 0 d → K * µ + µ − is a function of q 2 , cos θ K , cos θ L and φ, and can be written in several ways [16] . The form to express the differential decay amplitude as a function of the angular parameters uses coefficients that may be represented by the helicity or transversity amplitudes [17] and is written as 2 1 dΓ/dq 2
Here F L is the fraction of longitudinally polarised K * mesons and the S i are angular coefficients. These angular parameters are functions of the real and imaginary parts of the transversity amplitudes of B 0 d decays into K * µ + µ − . The forward-backward asymmetry is given by A FB = 3S 6 /4. The predictions for the S parameters depend on hadronic form factors which have significant uncertainties at leading order. It is possible to reduce the theoretical uncertainty in these predictions by transforming the S i using ratios constructed to cancel form factor uncertainties at leading order. These ratios are given by refs. [17, 18] as
A FB 1 − F L (2.3)
(2.4) P j=4,5,6,8 = S i=4,5,7,8
(2.5)
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where m µ is the muon mass. The effective average trigger efficiency for selected signal events is about 29%, determined from signal MC simulation. Muon track candidates are formed offline by combining information from both the ID and MS [27] . Tracks are required to satisfy |η| < 2.5. Candidate muon (kaon and pion) tracks in the ID are required to satisfy p T > 3.5 (0.5) GeV. Pairs of oppositely charged muons are required to originate from a common vertex with a fit quality χ 2 /NDF < 10.
Candidate K * mesons are formed using pairs of oppositely charged kaon and pion candidates reconstructed from hits in the ID. Candidates are required to satisfy p T (K * ) > 3.0 GeV. As the ATLAS detector does not have a dedicated charged-particle identification system, candidates are reconstructed with both possible Kπ mass hypotheses. The selection implicitly relies on the kinematics of the reconstructed K * meson to determine which of the two tracks corresponds to the kaon. If both candidates in an event satisfy selection criteria, they are retained and one of them is selected in the next step following a procedure described below. The Kπ invariant mass is required to lie in a window of twice the natural width around the nominal mass of 896 MeV, i.e. in the range [846, 946] MeV. The charge of the kaon candidate is used to assign the flavour of the reconstructed B 0 d candidate. The B 0 d candidates are reconstructed from a K * candidate and a pair of oppositely charged muons. The four-track vertex is fitted and required to satisfy χ 2 /NDF < 2 to suppress background. A significant amount of combinatorial, B 0 d , B + , B 0 s and Λ b background contamination remains at this stage. Combinatorial background is suppressed by requiring a B 0 d candidate lifetime significance τ /σ τ > 12.5, where the decay time uncertainty σ τ is calculated from the covariance matrices associated with the four-track vertex fit and with the primary vertex fit. Background from final states partially reconstructed as B → µ + µ − X accumulates at invariant mass below the B 0 d mass and contributes to the signal region. It is suppressed by imposing an asymmetric mass cut around the nominal B 0 d mass, 5150 MeV < m Kπµµ < 5700 MeV. The high-mass sideband is retained, as the parameter values for the combinatorial background shapes are extracted from the fit to data described in section 5. To further suppress background, it is required that the angle Θ, defined between the vector from the primary vertex to the B 0 d candidate decay vertex and the B 0 d candidate momentum, satisfies cos Θ > 0.999. Resolution effects on cos θ K , cos θ L and φ were found to have a negligible effect on the ATLAS B 0 s → J/ψφ analysis [28] . It is assumed to also be the case for B 0 d → K * µ + µ − . On average 12% of selected events in the data have more than one reconstructed B 0 d candidate. The fraction is 17% for signal MC samples and 2-10% for exclusive background MC samples. A two-step selection process is used for such events. For 4% of these events it is possible to select a candidate with the smallest value of the B 0 d vertex χ 2 /NDF. However, the majority, about 96%, of multiple candidates arise from four-track combinations where the kaon and pion assignments are ambiguous. As these candidates have degenerate values for the B 0 d candidate vertex χ 2 /NDF, a second selection step is required. The B 0 d candidate reconstructed with the smallest value of |m Kπ − m K * |/σ(m Kπ ) is retained for analysis, where m Kπ is the K * candidate mass, σ(m Kπ ) is the per-event uncertainty in this quantity, and m K * is the world average value of the K * mass.
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The selection procedure results in an incorrect flavour tag (mistag) for some signal events. The mistag probability of a B 0
and is determined from MC simulated events to be 0.1088 ± 0.0005 (0.1086 ± 0.0005). The mistag probability varies slightly with q 2 such that the difference ω − ω remains consistent with zero. Hence the average mistag rate ω in a given q 2 bin is used to account for this effect. If a candidate is mistagged, the values of cos θ L , cos θ K and φ change sign, while the latter two are also slightly shaped by the swapped hadron track mass hypothesis. Sign changes in these angles affect the overall sign of the terms multiplied by the coefficients S 5 , S 6 , S 8 and S 9 (similarly for the corresponding P ( ) parameters) in equation (2.1). The corollary is that mistagged events result in a dilution factor of (1 − 2 ω ) for the affected coefficients.
The region q 2 ∈ [0.98, 
Maximum-likelihood fit
Extended unbinned maximum-likelihood fits of the angular distributions of the signal decay are performed on the data for each q 2 bin. The discriminating variables used in the fit are m Kπµµ , the cosines of the helicity angles (cos θ K and cos θ L ), and φ. The likelihood L for a given q 2 bin is 1) where N is the total number of events, the sum runs over signal and background components, n l is the fitted yield for the l th component, n is the sum over n l , and P kl is the pdf evaluated for event k and component l. In the nominal fit, l iterates only over one signal -6 -
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and one background component. The p are parameters of interest (F L , S i ) and θ are nuisance parameters. The remainder of this section discusses the signal model (section 5.1), treatment of background (section 5.2), use of K * cc decay control samples (section 5.3), fitting procedure and validation (section 5.4).
Signal model
The signal mass distribution is modelled by a Gaussian distribution with the width given by the per-event uncertainty in the Kπµµ mass, σ(m Kπµµ ), as estimated from the track fit, multiplied by a unit-less scale factor ξ, i.e. the width given by ξ · σ(m Kπµµ ). The mean values of the B 0 d candidate mass (m 0 ) and ξ of the signal Gaussian pdf are determined from fits to data in the control regions as described in section 5.3. The simultaneous extraction of all coefficients using the full angular distribution of equation (2.1) requires a certain minimum signal yield and signal purity to avoid a pathological fit behaviour. A significant fraction of fits to ensembles of simulated pseudo-experiments do not converge using the full distribution. This is mitigated using trigonometric transformations to fold certain angular distributions and thereby simplify equation (2.1) such that only three parameters are extracted in one fit: F L , S 3 and one of the other S parameters. For these folding schemes the angular parameters of interest, denoted by p in equation (5.1), are (F L , S 3 , S i ) where i = 4, 5, 7, 8. These translate into (F L , P 1 , P j ), where j = 4, 5, 6, 8, using equation (2.5). Following ref.
[3], the transformations listed below are used:
(5.5)
On applying transformation (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5), the angular variable ranges become (2018)047 respectively. A consequence of using the folding schemes is that S 6 (A FB ) and S 9 cannot be extracted from the data. The values and uncertainties of F L and S 3 obtained from the four fits are consistent with each other and the results reported are those found to have the smallest systematic uncertainty.
Three MC samples are used to study the signal reconstruction and acceptance. Two of them follow the SM prediction for the decay angle distributions taken from ref. [29] , with separate samples generated for B 0 d and B 0 d decays. The third MC sample has F L = 1/3 and the angular distributions are generated uniformly in cos θ K , cos θ L and φ. The samples are used to study the effect of potential mistagging and reconstruction differences between particle and antiparticle decays and for determination of the acceptance. The acceptance function is defined as the ratio of reconstructed and generated distributions of cos θ K , cos θ L , φ, i.e. it is compensating for the bias in the angular distributions resulting from triggering, reconstruction and selection of events. It is described by sixth-order (secondorder) polynomial distributions for cos θ K and cos θ L (φ) and is assumed to factorise for each angular distribution, i.e. using ε(cos θ K , cos θ L , φ) = ε(cos θ K )ε(cos θ L )ε(φ). A systematic uncertainty is assessed in order to account for this assumption. The acceptance function multiplies the angular distribution in the fit, i.e. the signal pdf is
where g(cos θ K , cos θ L , φ) is an angular differential decay rate resulting from one of the four folding schemes applied to equation (2.1) and G(m Kπµµ ) is the signal mass distribution. The MC sample generated with uniform cos θ K , cos θ L and φ distributions is used to determine the nominal acceptance functions for each of the transformed variables defined in equations (5.2)-(5.5). The other samples are used to estimate the related systematic uncertainty. Among the angular variables the cos θ L distribution is the most affected by the acceptance. This is a result of the minimum transverse momentum requirements on the muons in the trigger and the larger inefficiency to reconstruct low-momentum muons, such that large values of | cos θ L | are inaccessible at low q 2 . As q 2 increases, the acceptance effects become less severe. The cos θ K distribution is affected by the ability to reconstruct the Kπ system, but that effect shows no significant variation with q 2 . There is no significant acceptance effect for φ. Figure 2 shows the acceptance functions used for cos θ K and cos θ L for two different q 2 ranges for the nominal angular distribution given in equation (2.1).
Background modes
The fit to data includes a combinatorial background component that does not peak in the m Kπµµ distribution. It is assumed that the background pdf factorises into a product of onedimensional terms. The mass distribution of this component is described by an exponential function and second-order Chebychev polynomials are used to model the cos θ K , cos θ L and φ distributions. The values of the nuisance parameters describing these shapes are obtained from fits to the data independently for each q 2 bin.
Inclusive samples of bb → µ + µ − X and cc → µ + µ − X decays and eleven exclusive B to be included in the fit model, or to be considered when estimating systematic uncertainties. The relevant exclusive modes found to be of interest are discussed below. Events with B c decays are suppressed by excluding the q 2 range containing the J/ψ and ψ(2S), and by charm meson vetoes discussed in section 7. The exclusive background decays considered for the signal mode are
These background contributions are accounted for as systematic uncertainties estimated as described in section 7.
Two distinct background contributions not considered above are observed in the cos θ K and cos θ L distributions. They are not accounted for in the nominal fit to data, and are treated as systematic effects. A peak is found in the cos θ K distribution near 1.0 and appears to have contributions from at least two distinct sources. One of these arises from misreconstructed B + decays, such as B + → K + µµ and B + → π + µµ. These decays can be reconstructed as signal if another track is combined with the hadron to form a K * candidate in such a way that the event passes the reconstruction and selection. The second contribution comes from combinations of two charged tracks that pass the selection and are reconstructed as a K * candidate. These fake K * candidates accumulate around cos θ K of 1.0 and are observed in the Kπ mass sidebands away from the K * meson. They are distinct from the structure of expected S-, P -and D-wave Kπ decays resulting from a signal B 0 d → Kπµµ transition. The origin of this source of background is not fully understood. The observed excess may arise from a statistical fluctuation, an unknown background process, or a combination of both. Systematic uncertainties are assigned to evaluate the effect of these two background contributions, as described in section 7.
Another peak is found in the cos θ L distribution near values of ±0.7. It is associated with partially reconstructed B decays into final states with a charm meson. This is studied using Monte Carlo simulated events for the decays they accumulate around 0.7 in | cos θ L |. These are removed from the data sample when estimating systematic uncertainties, as described in section 7.
K * cc control sample fits
The mass distribution obtained from the simulated samples for K * cc decays, respectively as q 2 ∈ [8, 11] and [12, 15] GeV 2 , and the signal mode, in different bins of q 2 , are found to be consistent with each other. Values of m 0 and ξ for B 0 d → K * J/ψ and B 0 d → K * ψ(2S) events are used for the signal pdf and extracted from fits to the data. An extended unbinned maximum-likelihood fit is performed in the two K * cc control region samples. There are three exclusive backgrounds included: Λ b → Λcc, B + → K + cc and B 0 s → K * cc. The K * cc pdf has the same form as the signal model, combinatorial background is described by an exponential distribution, and double and triple Gaussian pdfs determined from MC simulated events are used to describe the exclusive background contributions. A systematic uncertainty is evaluated by allowing for 0, 1, 2 and 3 exclusive background components. The control sample fit projections for the variant of the fit including all three exclusive backgrounds can be found in figure 3. The impact of the used exclusive background model on the peak position and scale factor of the signal pdf is negligible. From these fits the statistical and systematic uncertainties in the values of m 0 and ξ are extracted for the B 0
From the J/ψ control data it is determined that the values for the nuisance parameters describing the signal model pdf in the Kπµµ mass are m 0 = 5276.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 MeV and ξ = 1.210 ± 0.004 ± 0.002, where the uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The ψ(2S) sample yields compatible results albeit with larger uncertainties. These results are similar to those obtained from the MC simulated samples, and the numbers derived from the K * J/ψ data are used for the signal region fits.
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Fitting procedure and validation
A two-step fit process is performed for the different signal bins in q 2 . The first step is a fit to the Kπµ + µ − invariant mass distribution, using the event-by-event uncertainty in the reconstructed mass as a conditional variable. For this fit, the parameters m 0 and ξ are fixed to the values obtained from fits to data control samples as described in section 5.3. A second step adds the (transformed) cos θ K , cos θ L and φ variables to the likelihood in order to extract F L and the S parameters along with the values for the nuisance parameters related to the combinatorial background shapes. Some nuisance parameters, namely m 0 , ξ, signal and background yields, and the exponential shape parameter for the background mass pdf, are fixed to the results obtained from the first step.
The fit procedure is validated using ensembles of simulated pseudo-experiments generated with the F L and S parameters corresponding to those obtained from the data. The purpose of these experiments is to measure the intrinsic fit bias resulting from the likelihood estimator used to extract signal parameters. These ensembles are also used to check that the uncertainties extracted from the fit are consistent with expectations. Ensembles of simulated pseudo-experiments are performed in which signal MC events are injected into samples of background events generated from the likelihood. The signal yield determined from the first step in the fit process is found to be unbiased. The angular parameters extracted from the nominal fits have biases with magnitudes ranging between 0.01 and 0.04, depending on the fit variation and q 2 bin. A similar procedure is used to estimate the effect of neglecting S-wave contamination in the data sample. Neglecting the S-wave component in the fit model results in a bias between 0.00 and 0.02 in the angular parameters. Similarly, neglecting exclusive background contributions from Λ b , B + and B 0 s decays that peak in m Kπµµ near the B 0 d mass results in a bias of less than 0.01 on the angular parameters. All these effects are included in the systematic uncertainties described in section 7. The P ( ) parameters are obtained using the fit results and covariance matrices from the second fit along with equations (2.2)-(2.5).
Results
The event yields obtained from the fits are summarised in table 1 where only statistical uncertainties are reported. Figures 4 through 9 show for the different q 2 bins the distributions of the variables used in the fit for the S 5 folding scheme (corresponding to the transformation of equation (5.3)) with the total, signal and background fitted pdfs superimposed. Similar sets of distributions are obtained for the three other folding schemes: S 4 , S 7 and S 8 . The results of the angular fits to the data in terms of the S i and P ( ) j can be found in tables 2 and 3. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are quoted in the tables. The distributions of F L and the S i parameters as a function of q 2 are shown in figure 10 and those for P ( ) j are shown in figure 11 . The correlations between F L and the S i parameters and between F L and the P ( ) j are given in appendix A.
-11 -JHEP10 (2018) Table 1 . The values of fitted signal, n signal , and background, n background , yields obtained for different bins in q 2 . The uncertainties indicated are statistical.
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[MeV] -17 -JHEP10(2018)047 Table 2 . The values of F L , and S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 7 and S 8 parameters obtained for different bins in q 2 .
The uncertainties indicated are statistical and systematic, respectively. Table 3 . The values of P 1 , P 4 , P 5 , P 6 and P 8 parameters obtained for different bins in q 2 . The uncertainties indicated are statistical and systematic, respectively.
Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in the parameter values obtained from the angular analysis come from several sources. The methods for determining these uncertainties are based either on a comparison of nominal and modified fit results, or on observed fit biases in modified pseudo-experiments. The systematic uncertainties are symmetrised. The most significant ones are described in the following, in decreasing order of importance.
• A systematic uncertainty is assigned for the combinatorial Kπ (fake K * ) background peaking at cos θ K values around 1.0 obtained by comparing results of the nominal fit to that where data above cos θ K = 0.9 are excluded from the fit.
• A systematic uncertainty is derived to account for background arising from partially reconstructed (2018)047 vetoes applied are compared to those obtained from the nominal fit and the change in each result is taken as the systematic uncertainty from these backgrounds. This systematic uncertainty dominates the measurement of F L at higher values of q 2 .
• The combinatorial background pdf shape has an uncertainty arising from the choice of the model. For the mass distribution it is assumed that an exponential function model is adequate; however, for the angular variables the data are re-fitted using third-order Chebychev polynomials. The change from the nominal result is taken as the uncertainty from this source.
• The acceptance function is assumed to factorise into three separate components, for cos θ K , cos θ L and φ. To validate this assumption, the signal simulated events are fitted with the acceptance function obtained from that same MC sample. Differences in the fit results from expectation are small and taken as the uncertainty resulting from this assumption.
• A systematic uncertainty is assigned for the angular pdf model for the background by comparing the nominal result to that with a reduced fit range of m Kπµµ ∈ [5200, 5700] MeV, in particular to account for possible residues of the partially reconstructed B-decays.
• A correction is applied to the data by shifting the track p T according to the uncertainties arising from biases in rapidity and momentum scale. The change in results obtained is ascribed to the uncertainty in the ID alignment and knowledge of the magnetic field.
• The maximum-likelihood estimator used is intrinsically biased. Ensembles of MC simulated events are used in order to ascertain the bias in the extracted values of the parameters of interest. The bias is assigned as a systematic uncertainty.
• The p T spectrum of B 0 d candidates observed in data is not accurately reproduced by the MC simulation. This difference in the kinematics results in a slight modification of the acceptance functions. This is accounted for by reweighting signal MC simulated events to resemble the p T spectrum found in data. The change in fitted parameter values obtained due to the reweighting is taken as the systematic uncertainty resulting from this difference.
• The signal decay mode is resonant K * → Kπ decay, but scalar contributions from non-resonant Kπ transitions may also exist. The LHCb Collaboration reported an Swave contribution at the level of 5% of the signal [4, 30] . Ensembles of MC simulated events are fitted with 5% of the signal being drawn from an S-wave sample of events and the remaining 95% from signal. The observed change in fit bias is assigned as the systematic uncertainty from this source. Any variation in S-wave content as a function of q 2 would not significantly affect the results reported here.
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• The values of the nuisance parameters of the fit model obtained from MC control samples and fits to the data mass distribution have associated uncertainties. These parameters include m 0 , ξ, the signal and background yields, the shape parameter of the combinatorial background mass distribution, and the parameters of the signal acceptance functions. The uncertainty in the value of each of these parameters is varied independently in order to assess the effect on parameters of interest. This source of uncertainty has a small effect on the measurements reported here.
• Background from exclusive modes peaking in m Kπµµ is neglected in the nominal fit. This may affect the fitted results and is accounted for by computing the fit bias obtained when embedding MC simulated samples of
into ensembles of pseudodata generated from the fit model containing only combinatorial background and signal components. The change in fit bias observed when adding exclusive backgrounds is taken as the systematic error arising from neglecting those modes in the fit.
• The difference from nominal results obtained when fitting the B 0 d signal MC events with the acceptance function for B 0 d is taken as an upper limit of the systematic error resulting from event migration due to mistagging the B 0 d flavour.
• The parameters S 5 and S 8 , as well as the respective P ( ) j parameters are affected by dilution and thus have a multiplicative scaling applied to them. This dilution factor depends on the kinematics of the K * decay and has a systematic uncertainty associated with it. The effect of data/MC differences in the p T spectrum of B 0 d candidates on the mistag probability was studied and found to be negligible. The uncertainty due to the limited number of MC events is used to compute the statistical uncertainty of ω and ω. Studies of MC simulated events indicate that there is no significant difference between the mistag probability for B 0 d and B 0 d events and the analysis assumes that the average mistag probability provides an adequate description of this effect. The magnitude of the mistag probability difference, |ω − ω|, is included as a systematic uncertainty resulting from this assumption.
The total systematic uncertainties of the fitted S i and P ( ) j parameter values are presented in tables 2 and 3, where the dominant contributions for F L come from the modelling of the angular distributions of the combinatorial background and the partially reconstructed decays peaking in cos θ K and cos θ L . These contributions and in addition also ID alignment and magnetic field calibration affect S 3 (P 1 ). The largest systematic uncertainty contribution to S 3 (P 1 ) comes from partially reconstructed decays entering the signal region. This also affects the measurement of S 5 (P 5 ) and S 7 (P 6 ). The partially reconstructed decays peaking in cos θ L affect the measurement of S 4 (P 4 ) and S 8 (P 8 ), whereas the fake K * background in cos θ K affects S 4 (P 4 ), S 5 (P 5 ), and S 8 (P 8 ). The parameterization of the signal acceptance is another significant systematic uncertainty source for S 4 (P 4 ). The systematic uncertainties are smaller than the statistical uncertainties for all parameters measured. Figure 11 . The measured values of P 1 , P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , P 8 compared with predictions from the theoretical calculations discussed in the text (section 8). Statistical and total uncertainties are shown for the data, i.e. the inner mark indicates the statistical uncertainty and the total error bar the total uncertainty. QCD factorisation is used by DHMV and JC, where the latter focus on the impact of long-distance corrections using a helicity amplitude approach. The CFFMPSV group takes a different approach, using the QCD factorisation framework to perform compatibility checks of the LHCb data with theoretical predictions. This approach also allows information from a given experimentally measured parameter of interest to be excluded in order to make a fit-based prediction of the expected value of that parameter from the rest of the data.
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With the exception of the P 4 and P 5 measurements in q 2 ∈ [4.0, 6.0] GeV 2 and P 8 in q 2 ∈ [2.0, 4.0] GeV 2 there is good agreement between theory and measurement. The P 4 and P 5 parameters have statistical correlation of 0.37 in the q 2 ∈ [4.0, 6.0] GeV 2 bin. The observed deviation from the SM prediction of P 4 and P 5 is for both parameters approximately 2.7 standard deviations (local) away from the calculation of DHMV for this bin. The deviations are less significant for the other calculation and the fit approach. All measurements are found to be within three standard deviations of the range covered by the different predictions. Hence, including experimental and theoretical uncertainties, the measurements presented here are found to agree with the predicted SM contributions to this decay.
Conclusion
The results of an angular analysis of the rare decay B 0 d → K * µ + µ − are presented. This flavour-changing neutral current process is sensitive to potential new-physics contributions. 
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A Correlation matrices
Four folding schemes are applied to the data in order to extract F L , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 7 and S 8 from four separate fits. The P ( ) parameters are subsequently derived from the fit results using equations (2.2)-(2.5). It is not possible to extract a full correlation matrix between fitted parameters obtained from different fits. In order to reconstruct the correlation matrix, ensembles of pseudo-experiments are simulated using the pdf corresponding to the nominal angular distributions. Each simulated ensemble has the four folding schemes applied to it and four fits are performed on the resulting samples. The distributions obtained for pairs of parameters obtained from fits to these ensembles are used to compute Pearson correlation coefficients for those pairs. Correlation matrices for F L and the S parameters are reconstructed from all possible pairings for a given q 2 bin. A similar method is used to extract the correlation matrices for the P ( ) parameters. This procedure is repeated for each q 2 bin studied in order to obtain correlation matrices given in the remainder of this appendix. The correlation matrices are statistical only. Contributions from systematic uncertainties are not included, since the measurement precision is statistically limited.
• Table 4 (5) shows the statistical correlation matrix for F L and S (P ( ) ) parameters for the q 2 bin [0.04, 2.0] GeV 2 .
• Table 6 (7) shows the statistical correlation matrix for F L and S (P ( ) ) parameters for the q 2 bin [2.0, 4.0] GeV 2 .
• Table 8 (9) shows the statistical correlation matrix for F L and S (P ( ) ) parameters for the q 2 bin [4.0, 6.0] GeV 2 .
• Table 10 (11) shows the statistical correlation matrix for F L and S (P ( ) ) parameters for the q 2 bin [0.04, 4.0] GeV 2 .
• Table 12 (13) shows the statistical correlation matrix for F L and S (P ( ) ) parameters for the q 2 bin [1.1, 6.0] GeV 2 .
• 1.00 0.14 0.28 S 7
1.00 0.59 S 8
1.00 1.00 0.60 S 8
1.00 [35] ATLAS collaboration, ATLAS Computing Acknowledgements, ATL-GEN-PUB-2016-002 (2016).
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